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Project Purpose and Management Implications
Objectives of landscape-level planning are to promote sustainability and stewardship of multiple resource 
values with an emphasis on consistent fibre flow, but events such as mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus 
ponderosae Hopkins, MPB) outbreaks create uncertainty that hampers meeting those objectives (Sutherland 
et al. 2004). Events as large as the current MPB outbreak can cause forests to lose some resilience to absorb 
further perturbation and reduce their capacity to provide key ecosystem services, such as wildlife habitat, mid-
to long-term timber supply, and jobs (MOFR 2005).

Innovative and forward-looking approaches that address uncertainty are needed to manage landscapes for 
both timber and non-timber values. In the mid-1970’s, the East Kootenays experienced a MPB outbreak that 
can be used to provide a solid foundation for examining the potential consequences of the current epidemic.  
The purpose of our project is to exploit this information to guide MPB-related decisions through a strategic  
analysis that compares the consequences of historic responses to alternative management approaches.   To 
develop our methodology we use the Cranbrook Timber Supply Area, in south-eastern British Columbia, as 
our study area. The project has three main objectives; 1) provide an analysis framework to evaluate resource 
values and trade-offs with explicit accounting for the uncertainty surrounding disturbance events, such as 
MPB outbreaks, 2) provide guidance to managers for addressing current MPB-impacted landscapes based on 
an evaluation of historic data on a previous MPB infestation and forward looking projections, and 3) project 
potential future increases in, and impacts of, development activities such as recreation, grazing and harvest of 
non-timber forest products that may result from increased road development associated with salvage 
harvesting of MPB-killed stands:

Methodology Overview
Objective 1
Development of Analysis Framework
The purpose of the analysis framework is to provide a structured approach to addressing the question of the  
future supply and associated uncertainties of ecosystem services, primarily timber and wildlife habitat,  to 
events such as the current MPB outbreak. To accomplish this goal we have extended a collaborative 
framework implemented by Fall et al. (2001). This collaborative framework was designed specifically to 
include stakeholders and experts in relevant disciplines. It allows us to exploit the collective knowledge 
available to explore and contrast historic, current, and hypothetical management responses to MPB outbreaks 
at a variety of scales for the Cranbrook study area. Such frameworks ensure that mutually relevant questions 
and solutions are addressed, that a multi-disciplinary approach is used to resolve the problem and that 
stakeholders are involved in the process. This collaborative process encourages acceptance and shared 
ownership of the resulting models and their outcomes. We further extend the collaborative framework of Fall 
et al. (2001) by incorporating the techniques of scenario planning (Peterson et al. 2003, MA 2005, Carpenter 
et al. 2006), which provides a methodology to project the future supply of ecosystem services and investigate  
relevant uncertainties. Through the analysis framework, plausible scenarios of future landscape condition are 
constructed. This enables the development of management policies that can potentially provide a social ly 
acceptable supply of ecosystem services across a range of future conditions. This strategy provides a  
reasonable approach to manage the uncertainty of future events (Carpenter et al. 2006).

General Landscape Model Building
We use landscape models to explore historic and future landscape condition.  Landscape models are used to 
spatially capture ecological and management condition across a variety of scales.  They include sub-models of  
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forest growth, timber harvesting, natural disturbance, and habitat supply (Fall et al. 2001). To ensure cost 
effectiveness and timeliness, we have leveraged landscape modelling efforts from a range of other projects by 
linking to them and adapting their models. For example, for MPB projections we downscaled results from the 
provincial MPB projection model (BCMPB, Eng et al. 2005). This downscaling allows us to build on the 
extensive efforts of the provincial-scale project, and keeps results consistent with other MPB analyses. For 
this project a general landscape model is created that enables a retrospective, and a dynamic landscape-
projection analysis. It includes processes of forest management, including elements such as cut block size and 
spatial distribution, access constraints, targeted harvest based on stand characteristics and alternative fibre 
flow. As well, the landscape modelling includes stand aging and succession, MPB dynamics (downscaled from 
BCMPB), road development, and wild fire. Habitat supply models for grizzly bears (Ursus arctos), ecosystem 
representation indicators are linked to the landscape dynamics, providing response variables across a range of 
environmental conditions generated by scenarios. Natural disturbance and succession models are tied to a 
disturbance model based on the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) system and Natural 
Disturbance Types.  Climate change scenarios are modelled by modifying the climate envelopes according to 
provincial projections (Hamann and Wang 2005) and altering disturbance regimes. As the main dynamic 
model is stochastic, multiple runs are required. The landscape models are implemented using the SELES 
(Spatially Explicit Landscape Event Simulator) modelling system (Fall and Fall 2001). This software is a 
flexible tool for building and processing grid-based, spatio-temporal models that has been used for a wide 
range of related projects, including the BCMPB.

Objective 2
Historic MPB Outbreak Re-construction
Past information on spatial and temporal characteristics of MPB outbreaks provides an opportunity to  
explore patterns and interactions with management (Nelson 2005). By examining historic data on MPB 
outbreak trends, fire and harvest activities, insights can be gained into the current outbreak leading to a better 
understanding of ecological and forestry response to natural disturbances and management interventi ons. 
Road access is a key driver for many forest resource values, especially values sensitive to human intervention 
or values for which access is important to derive benefit (Forman and Alexander 1998). Historical 
information can provide a blueprint for how road access has evolved in conjunction with management in 
MPB-impacted landscapes. As well, information on existing and proposed roads, along with knowledge of 
access policies, can help frame potential future management options. 

The previous East Kootenay MPB outbreak that occurred in the late 1970’s was characterized by creating 
electronic map layers of the pre-outbreak forest and road network conditions. Forest inventory information 
that describes forest stand initiation and disturbance history was used to generate annual maps of the severity  
of bark beetle infestations, fire and historic timber harvesti ng, reflecting historic management response. A 
“roll back” model, built using SELES, was used to re-create the forest condition of 1973, prior to the 1970’s 
MPB outbreak. To generate a map of roads for 1973 the current road network was split into a set of 
segments. In the forest inventories harvesting activities are recorded back to the 1940s in the Cranbrook study 
area. The highway system was used as a starting point and the segments of the road network required to 
access blocks harvested between 1949 and 1972 were activated resulting in a base road network condition for 
1973. 

Starting in 1973, we projected landscape conditions forward to 2004 with an aim of explor ing the range of 
possible outcomes. These represent a range of “real options” available for managers during that  period. The 
following six scenarios were constructed:

1. Historic logging: This scenario simply replays historic logging, fire and MPB to provide a simple 
baseline comparison and to verify that the model ends up with conditions close to 2004 conditions.
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2. No management: This scenario simply replays natural disturbance over this time period, to provide a 
baseline of how the forest conditions may have evolved in the absence of logging.

3. Default management: This scenario applies the “status quo” management regime assumed in TSR 3 
over this time frame, with an additional priority for salvage of disturbed stands.

4. No salvage: This scenario is the same as above, except no salvage was applied.
5. Susceptibility focus: This scenario applied a priority to focus harvest as much as possible in stands 

susceptible to MPB, based on an approximation of the Shore and Safranyik MPB susceptibility 
rating. This scenario aims to quantify the degree to which susceptibility may have been reduced over 
this time frame.

6. Minimize roads: This scenario harvests the same volume, but with a focus on minimizing the amount 
of road constructed to access stands. The aim was to quantify the minimum amount of road that  
could have been built to harvest wood. 

Objective 3
MPB Outbreak and Landscape Change Scenario Planning
Scenario planning and assessment is a systematic way of gaining insights into complex and uncertai n futures 
(Peterson et al. 2003). In contrast to what is required to manage the current MPB outbreak, traditional 
planning does not incorporate the inherent uncertainty of incomplete ecological  knowledge and unknown 
ecological response to management interventions. The analysis framework and historical MPB reconstruction 
enable the implementation of scenario planning in the Cranbrook study area.

Through the analysis framework, a set of scenarios have been designed to incorporate management  
objectives that operate under a range of potential futures differentiated by varying landscape components  
such as 1) MPB outbreak ends or continues unabated; 2) management applies no salvage, moderate salvage or 
aggressive salvage; 3) post-MPB, return to traditional forest management or proceed with an alterative form 
of management; 4) species recover as under historical climate, or climate change is mild or severe, leading to 
species conversion with change in ecological niches; and 5) develop road access and potential associated 
developments to entire productive forest or delineate road-free areas and intensive management areas. A 
scenario is made up of a number of these types of components. Overall, each scenario captures a trend,  such 
as change in climate, a shift from commercial forestry to recreation, increase in conservation-oriented goals 
or a continuation of current ecological and economic dynamics. The scenarios lead to a series of “what if”  
management responses that allows us to explore potential futures, and assist in the development of 
management policies that will maintain ecosystem services that are robust to a range of conditions.

The scenarios include social and ecological dimensions. Those factors that have the most impact and were the 
most uncertain were used to define the scenarios. A 2 by 2 scenario matrix is generated by identifying the 
main social and ecological forces of the system. The central social and ecological forces of the system create  
the rationale for, and characterization of each scenario. Other scenario components are then added to the 
core scenarios. Some trends show up in all of the scenarios, while others may only apply to one particular 
scenario. The objective is to create a limited set of scenarios that are internal ly consistent. A “systems 
perspective” is used to deepen the scenario description by identifying interacting forces and trends that 
formed a consistent pattern of events. Constructing a small set of scenarios has the advantage of being easy  
to understand and to communicate (Peterson et al. 2003, Ogilvy and Schwartz 2004, MA 2005).

Project Scope and Regional Applicability
The chief benefit of the project’s products is to inform our audience of the consequences of current policy  
and articulate alternative management strategies based on principles of sustainable forest  management. This 
project has generated two major products: 1) an analysis framework to support decision makers’ and project 
participants’ ability to assess timber and non-timber values, trade-offs, and interactions, with explicit 
accounting for uncertainty; and 2) within the context of MPB disturbance and uncertainty, an analysis of 
current management and of alternate social and ecological factors that will influence the future state of the  
forest that provides guidance to inform MPB-related decisions.
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This project’s results and methodologies are relevant to any landscape where there is high uncertainty in the 
supply of ecosystem services, particularly areas impacted by MPB. The Cranbrook Timber Supply Area in  
south-eastern British Columbia is the study area for the project and comprises the southern half of the  
province’s Rocky Mountain Forest District. The project’s target audience is managers and decision-makers 
responsible for developing strategies concerning the MPB outbreak in the interior of British Columbia.  
Because the MPB outbreak could have wide-ranging impacts and our project addresses both timber and non-
timber values there are several beneficiaries of this project’s results.  Project participants include Forest 
industry, British Columbia provincial forest planning and environment offices and conservation groups.

Conclusions
Objective 1
Development of Analysis Framework
We implemented an analysis framework and applied it to the development of the stochastic, landscape-based 
models designed to aid understanding and communication of ecological and decision uncertainty in resource  
management specific to the MPB outbreak. 

Our analysis framework, integrating the methods of Fall et al.  (2001), Peterson et al. (2003) and Cumming et 
al. (2005), has four basic steps titled Context, Current State, Alternate States and Scenarios (Morgan et al. In 
review):

1. Context: includes:
a. identification of focal issues,
b. identification of ecosystem services 
c. specification of scale, including physical extent of study area and time horizon under  

consideration.  As well, the spatial resolution, or granularity, and the finest temporal 
time step used in the analysis, and 

d. establishment of stakeholders, decision maker and scientist collaboration.  
2. Current State: description of the essential system attributes of the current system:

a. structural components, 
b. functional relationships, 
c. sources of system innovation, and 
d. sources of system continuity.

3. Alternate States: description of the forces that may contribute to plausi ble futures and includes:
a. scenario themes: identified by project participants, 
b. forces: social-ecological internal and external drivers and perturbations that may shape 

the study area, including an assessment of those that are partially controllable and those  
that are not, and

c. plausibility: an assessment of the plausibility of ecological  and management forces 
occurring.

4. Scenarios: definition of a set of scenarios of future social-ecological  conditions and includes:
a. Scenario definition: development of a scenario matrix based on the current state of the  

system and the range of its key social and ecological drivers.
b. Scenario testing: an exploration of the social-ecological  state space and an evaluation of 

a scenario's internal consistency and plausibility. 
c. Management options and interventions: management strategies that may alter the 

trajectory of a scenario to a preferred future condition.

General Landscape Model Building
A general landscape model was built to support a retrospective and a dynamic landscape-projection analysis. 
The landscape model includes the ability to model forest management, including evaluation of a variety of  
cut block size and spatial distributions, a range of access constraints, targeted harvests based on stand 
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characteristics and alternative fibre flows. We have included stand aging and succession, MPB dynamics 
downscaled from BCMPB, road development, and natural disturbance sub-models. Using some of the same 
sub-models as the dynamic projection model, the retrospective analysis model allows us to replay historic 
disturbance and to evaluate the implications of different management strategies had they been implemented  
in 1973 – please see Historic MPB Outbreak Re-construction below.

Objective 2 
Historic MPB Outbreak Re-construction
We integrated historic inventories from the Provincial government, Canadian Forest Service and Tembec to 
create annual historical maps of forest condition,  area burned by wild fire, bark beetle outbreaks and timber 
harvesting. As well, we generated an estimate of the 1973 landscape and modelled a set of five scenarios and  
their implications on area harvested, mean volume harvested/year, mean age harvested, kilometres of roads  
build and an indicator of the susceptibility of the wood harvested (Table 1).

Table 1. Base metrics for retrospective scenarios.

Scenario Area 
harvested 
(ha/yr)

Mean volume/ha 
harvested (m3/ha)

Mean age 
harvested 

(years)

Mainline 
roads built 

(km)

Mean susceptibility 
harvested (0-100)

Historic logging 2,360 219 122 5,390 20
Default management 1,950 263 160 3,410 20
No salvage 1,990 258 159 2,430 20
Susceptibility focus 2,260 226 112 4,560 47
Minimize roads 2,040 251 145 2,230 24

The area of forest with susceptibility of at least 40% would have been reduced by about 30,000 ha if harvest  
had focused on reduction of such stands from 1973 to 2003 (Table 2). Other management scenarios reduced 
susceptible stands by about 20,000 ha over the no harvest scenario. The main susceptibility harvested is about 
20% to 24% for all scenarios, except Susceptibility focus, where it is 47% (Table 1).

The amount of road built varies considerably between scenarios, with a low of just over 2,400 km built  over 
period (minimize roads scenario) to a high of over twice that level (Table 1). The scenario the aims to reduce 
susceptibility leads to relatively high levels of roading. The historic logging scenario does not re-create all 
currently mapped roads (there are over 18,000 km in the inventory file, but the historic logging scenario ends 
with about 9,300 km). This is due in part to roads created historically for reasons other than harvest access, 
but may suggest that the CLM produces a less compact road network than historically. 

Table 2. Area with susceptibility rating of at least 40% from different retrospective scenarios starting in 1973 
and running to 2003. Note that the historic logging scenario does not define a THLB (since it simply replays 
past harvesting).

Scenario Susceptibility > 40% total (ha) Susceptibility > 40% THLB (ha)
No management 143,400 ha 104,200 ha
Historic logging 124,400 ha N/A
Default management 126,400 ha 89,000 ha
No salvage 127,800 ha 89,800 ha
Susceptibility focus 92,100 ha 58,300 ha
Minimize roads 123,000 ha 85,600 ha

Objective 3
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MPB Outbreak and Landscape Change Scenario Planning
The analysis framework guides the development of a set of scenarios. Scenarios are based on various  
elements identified by the project participants and ecological, forestry and wildlife experts. The scenarios 
were structured to focus on a range of possible MPB related future conditions and management responses.  
We incorporated questions into our scenarios identified in our original proposal such as 1) MPB outbreak 
ends or continues unabated; 2) management applies no salvage, moderate salvage or aggressive salvage; 3) 
post-MPB, return to traditional forest management or proceed with an alternative form of management;  4) 
species recover as under historical climate, or climate change is mild or severe, leading to species conversion 
with change in ecological niches; and 5) develop road access and potential associated developments to entire 
productive forest or delineate road-free areas and intensive management areas. A scenario is made up of a  
number of these types of components. In addition to these scenario components other themes were added  
to the scenarios based on project workshops and forest management, ecosystem and wildlife expert opinion 
through the course of the project (table 3: Morgan et al in review). 

Table 3. Project participant scenario themes, mechanism to realize and state variable used to track 
(Morgan et al. In review).
Theme Mechanism state variable(s)
Agricultural 
Expansion:

Increase agriculture and range 
following MPB salvage with 
increased roads and removal 
of trees

Land cover - area of agriculture  
and range

Settlement 
Expansion:

Gradual increase settlement 
areas and permanent roads 
over time

Land cover - area of settlement

Quality Recreational 
Experience:

Limited salvage in visual areas 
and apply road closures for 
wilderness

visual areas, number of roads 
and density of roads

Mountain Tourist 
Lodges:

Limited salvage in mountain 
lodge visual areas

visual areas

Watershed Impacts Minimize level of access and  
salvage in watersheds and 
riparian areas

watersheds - classed by level of 
development, amount of 
salvage in riparian areas

Access 
Management:

Track open/active roads by 
watershed

watersheds - classed by: 
number and density of active 
road, salvage area, Equivalent 
clear cut area, salvage in 
riparian

Optimized 
Ecological Values:

Minimize salvage in old 
growth management areas, 
high value conservation 
forests, riparian, Grizzly 
habitat, caribou habitat fringe 

Old growth management areas 
(OGMA), high value 
conservation forests (HVCF), 
riparian areas, grizzly habitat, 
caribou habitat fringe - amount 
of salvage and disturbance

Rocky Mountain 
Trench Restoration:

Pine in trench 
replant/succession to other 
species (doug fir?)

Rocky Mountain Trench land 
cover
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Theme Mechanism state variable(s)
Ungulates: minimize salvage in winter 

range and caribou fringe
ungulate winter range, caribou 
habitat fringe - amount of 
salvage and disturbance

Mixed Species 
Planting:

Shift replant to non-pine leading tree species - amount 
of each species, old and 
replanted

Patch Size: Get in/get out, then close 
access

old forest patch size, watershed 
access

Small Scale 
Salvage/Sanitation:

Small scale salvage to delay 
spread

annual spread rate

Operability Line: Salvage and harvest above 
operability line

inoperable area harvested

MPB Suppression 
Activities:

Harvest low quality pine 
stands to delay spread

low quality stands harvested

Cold winters: Delay spread with cold winter annual spread rate
Climate Change: Climate change envelope shift 

causing change in disturbance 
regime impacting succession 
and disturbance

climate envelope distribution, 
change in leading tree species 
distribution, change in amount 
and extent of fire

The social and ecological forces acting on the Cranbrook study area (table 4) were evaluated within the 
context of the main issue being considered by the project. The forces were ranked from strongest and most  
uncertain to those that were the weakest and most certain. An increase in the rate and extent of natural  
disturbance was identified as the main force of ecological change in the Cranbrook case study and used as the  
basis for the ecological axis in the scenario matrix. The ecological axis ranges from moderate disturbance – 
similar to current rates – to severe disturbance driven by extreme climate change (Morgan et al. In review). 

Table 4. Internal and external social-ecological forces on the Cranbrook study area (Morgan et al. In 
review).
 Factor Force Mechanism State Variable(s)
Internal Hatural
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 Factor Force Mechanism State Variable(s)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Succession Ecological succession 
transition

Land cover, Dominant 
tree species and age

MPB MPB spread Land cover, Dominant 
tree species and age

Fire Fire ignition and spread Land cover, Dominant 
tree species and age

Human
Local Forest 
Management

Forest management 
policy - various rules 
restricting harvest

Dominant tree species 
and age within designated 
areas such as wildlife and 
visual zones

Commercial Forestry: 
Harvest

Rate and extent of 
harvest

Area harvested

Commercial Forestry: 
Salvage

Rate and extent of 
salvage

Area salvaged

Land conversion Range land to 
agriculture
Expansion of 
settlement 

Land cover, area of 
settlement and extent and 
density of roads

External Natural
 
 
 
 
 
 

Weather Cold winters 
suppressing MPB

rate of spread of MPB

Hydrology Water availability and 
quality, upstream damns, 
etc.

Extent of riparian area,  
volume of water

Climate Change Shift in climate 
envelopes shifting 
natural disturbance and 
succession

climate envelope, change 
in leading tree species 
distribution, change in 
amount and extent of 
fire

Human 
Population
Provincial Forest 
Policy

Immigration/Emigratio
n
Forest management 
policy – rate of cut

Number of people
Species and age structure 
of forest

Timber Market Species targeted for 
harvest

Tree species and age

Forest Health 
Intervention

Pine replacement Amount of pine

The rate and extent of harvesting was selected to define the social axis of the scenario matrix. This axis  
ranges from intensive management intervention, including converting as much susceptible pine as possible to 
stands of other types of trees, to forgoing harvesting opportunities and greatly expandi ng the amount of 
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land removed from harvest. Figure 1 shows the Cranbrook study area scenario matrix, where each scenario 
has been given a descriptive name. 

The Maximum Gain/Minimum Regret and Resilience scenarios, shown in the top two quadrants of Figure 1 
experience similar ecological conditions – mild rates of disturbance based on historical  levels. However, they 
respond different socially. The Maximum Gain scenario - an extreme version of current management – 
maximizes harvest and adopts intervention strategies to convert pine to other species. The Resilience strategy 
tries to maintain flexibility towards future disturbance events by reducing the amount of area harvested.  The 
scenarios in the bottom two quadrants of the scenario mix both experience shifts in the rate and extent of 
natural disturbance driven by climate change. Grassland, rangeland and agriculture all expand and there is a 
contraction of forestland under these two scenarios. Ecosystem shifts are driven by changes in temperature 
and moisture suggested by downscaled general circulation models (GCM; Hamann and Wang 2006).  The 
Transformation scenario embraces ecological change and modifies its economy to focus on recreation, 
agriculture and animal husbandry. The Resistance scenario tries to maintain forestry as the dominant activity 
by activities such as stand management and fire suppression.

Project participants identified scenario themes (table 3). These are used to add further content to the four 
scenarios defined by the main ecological and social drivers. 

 
Figure 1. Cranbrook case study scenario matrix with main social and ecological drivers and scenario 
definitions (Morgan et al. In Review)

Analysis of Scenario Components
Pine Replacement
A pine replacement strategy was examined as an extreme management intervention in recognition of its  
relevance to mitigate the MPB outbreak.  The Pine Replacement sub model addresses a plausible (but 
currently unobtainable) future by supposing that there had been a targeted program of converting  
merchantable pine stands to other stand types over the past several decades. If sufficient stand conversion 
was conducted, the remaining pine stands may be accommodated within the annual cut as they became 
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susceptible to MPB attack.  Additionally, non-merchantable (and potentially MPB incubator) pine stands 
would be irrelevant to fiber flow, eliminating the need to be addressed by management (ignoring other 
possible issues such as fire risk and MPB infestation size/intensity that puts younger pine at risk). The goal of 
this pre-processing model was to examine this issue by developing a plausible back-cast of stands that may 
have been converted and in the process created an alternative starting condition for 2006 for stand age, 
species (lead, secondary), percent pine and analysis unit.

To mimic the likely management approach that would have been followed if a program of pine replacement  
had been undertaken, our approach assumed that pine replacement was a process that occurred over the last 
32 (1975 to 2006) years in response to MPB outbreaks.  We defined an MPB zone within which pine 
replacement would have occurred as the area of mapped historical MPB outbreaks buffered by 300 m 
(regardless of underlying stand type).  The entire study area was classified into three types to indicate if a cell  
was a candidate to spread to, or spread from, or neither: 

1) No role. These cells were non-forested cells, pure deciduous stands, non-pine conifer/deciduous 
mix stands, or stands with >10% and <30% pine. Also included were 5,490 ha of pine/pine-mix 
stands for which species percent data was missing.

2) Potential candidate cells for replacement. These cells were pine/pine-mix stands (included all pine 
species: PA, PL, PW, and PY) with ≥30% pine (included pine/deciduous mixes).

3) Source cells to spread from. These cells were pure conifer stands with ≤10% pine. 

Pine replacement was accomplished via a diffusion process from source cells adjacent to potential candidate 
cells for replacement. A SELES model was built to update values for stand age, species, percent pine, and 
analysis unit. This model initiated with an eligibility code of 3 (source cells;  pure conifer with ≤10% pine), 
with a stand age of ≥50 years and with at least one neighbour in the MPB zone that had an eligibi lity code of 
2 (potential candidate for replacement). Source cells were spread (diffused) simultaneously to unvisited 
candidate cells in the MPB zone that were in the same BEC variant and in the THLB, visiting cells according 
to nearest distance. Diffusion stopped when no there were no more reachable candidate cells.

When an unvisited candidate cell was reached, the attributes were changed as follows: (i) the new stand age 
was set to the randomly chosen conversion year; (ii) the new percent pine was set to the percent pine of the 
source cell; (iii) the new analysis unit (AU) was set to the AU corresponding to the local site productivity of 
the cell and the species of the source cell (e.g. if the source was Fd medium, and it spread to a Pl good, the  
new analysis unit was Fd good; the site index classes among species are similar); (iv) the new leading species 
was set to the leading species of the source cell; and (v) the new secondary species was left unchanged if the  
new lead was the same as the old lead, and set to the old leading species otherwise (e.g. if a cell was reached 
from an Fd source cell, the result was FdPl if the replaced cell was originally either FdPl or PlFd).

Ages of the replaced stands were distributed randomly over the time period of the intervention (1975 to  
2006). To capture replacement of patches, we randomly assigned an age of 1 to 32 based on inventory  
polygon id, so that whole stands or contiguous portions of stands were replaced at  once.

Climate Change
Climate change may potentially affect many components of the Cranbrook landscape,  including natural 
disturbance, species succession, tree growth rates (e.g. growth and yield, afforestation/deforestation), insects 
(e.g. overwinter mortality) and water availability (e.g. snowpack, drought) through direct affects on 
environmental variables, such as temperature and precipitation.  Our primary goal was to include climate 
change effects by incorporating expected changes in natural disturbance based on published research. 
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Elements with little or no data (e.g. changes in growth and yield) were not included. Climate change effects 
were used to compare and contrast with assumptions of a static climate.

We included two key elements that were available from other published research:
(i) Projections of changes to biogeoclimatic zones (Hamman and Wang 2005).
(ii) Projections of changes to MPB climatic suitability (Carroll  et al. 2004).

The projected conditions were for broad regions (e.g. all of BC) and hence represented relatively coarse grain 
information. We used these surfaces to guide and influence the Cranbrook model, and not to predict or 
dictate specific changes.

The general natural disturbance model was designed to capture the effect of all landscape-scale stand-
replacing disturbances, and was driven by a variation of natural disturbance types (NDT landscapes; G. Utzig, 
pers. comm.). The model was structured to allow dynamic input of projected future BEC zones. Projected 
future change data was available for years 2020, 2050 and 2080. The disturbance parameters (i.e. rotation and 
mean patch size) were linked to NDT. In any year of a model run, the present BEC zone was compared with 
the projected future BEC zone, leading to one of three changes in dynamics:

(a) Future BEC zone changed from forest to non-forest (e.g. Bunchgrass, BG). In this case, 
disturbance or logging led to deforestation. The assumption was that forests may generally 
persist in a BG zone as they have some sub-canopy environmental regulation, but cannot 
regenerate.

(b) Future BEC zone changed from non-forest to forest (e.g. alpine tundra became ESSF). In 
this case, forest gradually encroached into open areas. There was little data to parameterize 
such a change in forest condition, so we chose to be conservative. A currently non-forested 
cell was seeded only if a neighbouring cell (i.e. within 100m) was at least mid-seral (40+ 
years).

(c) Future BEC zone stayed forested, but changed to a higher/lower disturbance type. In this 
case, disturbance rates or patterns were changed. Generally, the NDT went up or down at 
most one “level” within the projection, in which case the parameters for the geographically 
closest NDT with higher/lower disturbance were used.

The projections of MPB climatic suitability were used only to affect the MPB suitability index, a key  
indicator, and potential driver of harvesting. In the absence of attack, harvesting high susceptibility stands  
was considered as a means of reducing landscape scale vulnerability to future attack. We integrated a 
calculation of susceptibility, based on the Shore and Safranyik model (1992) into the Cranbrook Landscape 
Model. As we wanted to also include some measure of climate change, we implemented a more recent variant 
that replaces the location factor (based on latitude, longitude and elevation) with a climatic factor (based on 
an integration of climatic variables relevant for MPB).  MPB climatic suitability surfaces were available in 30-
year “moving windows” from historic (1971-2000) to projected future conditions (2041-2070; Carroll et al 
2004). These surfaces were used for inclusion to assess the impact of potentially changing climate on  
susceptibility, and interactions with other landscape dynamics.

Contact Information
Project Leader:  Don Morgan
Proponent Organization:Research Branch, Ministry of Forests
Mailing Address:PO Box 9519 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria, BC   V8W 9C2,
E-Mail Address: Don.Morgan@gov.bc.ca
Telephone: 250-877-1242
Fax: 250-847-6353

Project Web Site: http:\\mpb.hsrn.ca
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